### Information requested:

Re: Project: - **Telephone System for Capital Quarter 2**

Dear Sir/Madam,

As an independent consultant, I would like to make an FOI request regarding the above contract that I have seen via a CCS notification was recently awarded through the RM1045 CCS agreement,

To ensure value for money in purchasing within the NHS and to ensure that you are meeting the objectives of purchasing within the NHS I have the following questions

1. Details on the number of bids received and whom these were submitted by
2. Value of the highest and lowest bids received
3. A full copy of the winning bidder’s Tender submissions
4. A full copy of the scoring matrix per submission used for this project
5. The award contract value, duration, expiry and review date for this awarded project

### Information provided for the answer

1. This tender was undertaken against the RM1045 against Lot5, all 26 suppliers under this lot were invited. 4 responses were received by CDW, Daisy Communications, Exchange Communications Ltd and Gamma Communications PLC.
2. Highest Bid Received - £565,951.47 over the potential lifetime of the contract with all optional extras
   Lowest Bid Received -£283,512.69 over the potential lifetime of the contract with all optional extras

3. Please see attached - Daisy Tech response.xlsx and downloaddaisy.zip which is mentioned in section 1.6

4. Please see attached – Scoring Complete.xlsx

5. Duration – cost of initial set up and a 3 year contract for maintenance with a further 2 year extension available to commence from the award date of the 29th July 2016 potential cost if all extensions are taken up is £263,549.76.

Under the framework T&C’s there are monthly monitoring meetings as a basic, however this is up to PHW and the supplier to arrange and define this arrangement if needed.

PHW would review 6 months before the end of the 3 year term and decide whether to extend or re-tender.